How to Draw a Stone Outline:
Here are some more examples. By using different sizes and angles for these lines, stones with different feel can be drawn.

Start by drawing the top of left and right side

Next, drop lines (height)

Connect the bottom of height lines to draw bottom of left and right side

Draw top by connecting top lines as shown on left

For more information visit www.pendrawings.me/getstarted
Activity: Practice drawing stone outline below.

For more information visit www.pendrawings.me/getstarted
Texturing Stone Step by Step:
Here are some additional example to study.

Create initial base tone. Notice how lines are along the edges with gradual transition.

Add another set of lines to make it darker.

Darken left side more with another set of lines.

Draw top surface.

Texture with crevices.

For more information visit www.pendrawings.me/getstarted
Activity: Here are three outlines of same stone. Texture them differently using more or less parallel lines along with tapered crevices as discussed before.

For more information visit [www.pendrawings.me/getstarted](http://www.pendrawings.me/getstarted)
Activity: Practice drawing edge cuts below. Draw stones incorporating edge cuts.
Activity: Finish the following stone outlines and texture them. Draw some of your own.

For more information visit www.pendrawings.me/getstarted
Activity: Finish the following stone outlines with multiple sides and texture them. Draw some of your own.
Activity:

Finish and texture the following stones. Try drawing different top level sides on same bottom to understand how versatile this technique is.
Activity: Finish the following multi plain stones. Draw some of your own.
Activity: Finish and Texture following Flat Top Rounded Stones:
Activity: Finish the following rounded stones per earlier instructions. Draw some of your own.

Tapered shapes like these can also be added to indicate a ‘cut’ in the body giving stone more rough appearance.

For more information visit www.pendrawings.me/getstarted
Activity: Drawing Stones With Surface Contours:

For more information visit www.pendrawings.me/getstarted
Activity: Add other stones below and texture them to draw a group of stones per earlier instructions.
Activity: *Put down the horizon line and draw other stones closer to horizon per perspective.*
Activity: Finish the following embankment examples per earlier instructions and texture them.
Activity: Practice drawing sky and clouds per earlier instructions. Vary the intensity to set different moods.

For more information visit www.pendrawings.me/getstarted
Activity: Drawing Sky and Clouds:

Following are the starting points to draw clouds. Draw Distant element and ground cover as well.

For more information visit www.pendrawings.me/getstarted
Activity: Drawing Pine Trees:
Finish the following coniferous trees per earlier instructions.
Activity: Here is a starting point to draw a landscape per earlier instructions.